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MTS-W001 RAIL COPING SLED

New, taller round handles allow a firm, comfortable grip from any 
angle of approach.
Toggle clamp features easy, tool-free adjustments and one-handed 
operation.
Clear, elevated guide runs against fence, offering a large, 
smooth-running reference edge without having to cut into the sled.
Sacrificial block is easily replaceable to accommodate different 
profiles.
Smooth-sliding 3/8'' thick phenolic base stays rigid and flat when 
toggle clamp pressure is applied.

MTS-W001-1 FENCE GUIDE

Parts for rail coping sled.

MTS-W001-2 LEVER CLAMP WITH SCREW

Cam levers (often called cam clamps) are quick-action fastening 
devices allowing the user to quickly release a workpiece without the 
use of tools or equipment. 
Once the lever is threaded onto the application, clamping force is 
applied by pushing down the lever.

MTS-W001-3 FIXED FENCE

Adjustable fence design the claw easy for tight and fastening, 
secure of the workpiece.
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MTS-W002 FENCE SET OF THE DRILL PRESS

The fence set included 8 slotted aluminum track, 2 x 140mm hold 
down clamp, flip stop, dust port with 2pcs connecter.

MTS-W003 FENCE SET OF THE ROUTER

This fence set is the cover, flip stop, 2 feather board, 8 slotted 
aluminum track,
L fixed support, dust port to combine assemble.

MTS-W004 SINGLE PC 6 SLOTTED ALUMINUM TRACK FENCE

Select size: 24”, 36”, 48”

MTS-W005 2PCS ALUMINUM TRACK FENCE SET

Fence combine of the 8 and 6 slotted aluminum track.
Select size: 24”, 36”, 48”

TOOLS
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MTS-W006 MULTIFUNCTION FENCE SET

This fence set is the wood fence, flip stop, feather board and slot-
ted aluminum track to combine assemble. 
Perfect fence set, used for the router, table saw, shaper, drill press 
work table.

PART NUMBER OF MULTIFUNCTION FENCE SET

MTS-W006-1 WOOD FENCE
MTS-W006-2 ALUMINUM TRACK
MTS-W006-3 SLOTTED ALUMINUM TRACK
MTS-W006-4 FEATHER BOARD KIT
MTS-W006-5 FLIP STOP

The MTS-W004-3 fence body be 8 and 6 slotted aluminum track 
combine assemble.

MTS-W007 MITRE GUIDE WITH FENCE

Fits standard mitre slots and T-track slots.
Positive stops (0°, 22.5°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 67.5° and 90°) make it easy 
to cut precise mitres.
Adjustable spring-loaded detents in slide bar keeps the mitre gauge 
tight in older, well used slots.
Rugged aluminum fence with built-in flip stop helps you make 
repeatable cuts faster and more accurately.

MTS-W008 INDEXING PLATE WITH MEASURE

Aluminum fence with measure, length 24”, 36”, 48”.
The fence 2 side can select the measure, mm and inch or both side 
same.
Designing 90 degree and 45 degree, or select 2 side both 45 degree.
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MTS-W012 CORNER CHISEL

This is the perfect tool for squaring up round corners produced 
when routing hinge mortises.
This spring loaded chisel is made of hardened steel and is sharp, 
ready to use right out of the box.

MTS-W009 FEATHERBOARD SET

Ideal for use with any table saw, band saw,
or router table with a standard 3/8” x 3/4”mitre slot.
Expandable mitre track bars provide maximum holding power.                                      
Two star knobs to lock feather board in place.

MTS-W010 HOLD DOWN CLAMP SET

Ideal for use with any table saw, ban dsaw,or router table.
Superb power and grip, clamp includes washer and T-bolt.                                
Length: 14cm, 11cm

MTS-W011 FLIP STOP

Aluminum extrusion when building shop fixtures that require
repeatable cuts.                                                                                              
Flip stop attaches to the top rail of fence.

MTS-W013 ROUTER COLLET EXTENSION

It’s often impossible to raise a router bit high enough on table 
mounted routers.
The addition of router collet extension makes it possible on 
1/2” collet routers.         
1/2” shank to 1/2” shank collet extension
1/2” shank to 1/4” shank collet extension

PARTS AND TOOLS
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Ideal for use with any table saw, band saw,
or router table with a standard 3/8” x 3/4”mitre slot.
Expandable mitre track bars provide maximum holding power.                                      
Two star knobs to lock feather board in place.

Ideal for use with any table saw, ban dsaw,or router table.
Superb power and grip, clamp includes washer and T-bolt.                                
Length: 14cm, 11cm

PARTS AND TOOLS

MTS-W014 METRIC CORNER RADIUS ROUTING TEMPLATES

Material: aluminum 
Use with a flush-trim bit and router to create corner curves 
with radiuses ranging from R5, R10, R15, R20, R25, R30.
Radius is printed on each corner for easy selection.

MTS-W014A BRITISH CORNER RADIUS ROUTING TEMPLATES

Material: aluminum
Use with a flush-trim bit and router to create corner curves with 
radiuses ranging from 1/8” to 2”
Radius is printed on each corner for easy selection.

MTS-W015 ANGLE CLAMP

Aluminum alloy material.
High quality and stronger, on each side for members of equal 
thickness.               
The maximum hold 11/4”.

MTS-W016 ELECTRONIC DIGITAL SCALE UNIT

Data read, print cable length: 100mm to 1500mm
Scale unit length: 100mm, 150mm, 200mm, 300mm.

MTS-W017 GRINDING STAND

Aluminum body with scale the 20, 25, 30, 35 degree for the chisel 
blade.               
Additional angle gauge for the chisel blade.
Maximum grinder wheel x 30mm, and height adjustment of the 
stand function.
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TOOLS

MTS-W020 45 DEGREE MITRE SLED

Perfect tools, no adjustment, simply cut one piece the leading face, 
one on the trailing face, since both pieces
reference off a 90 degree angle, use for table saw cut.
Material: Aluminum

MTS-W021 WOOD LATHE CHUCK

Scroll chuck perfect for holding bowls, spindles, and other unwieldy 
wood lathe projects.
Internal jaws tighten around workpieces varying from 40mm to 
70mm in size.
External jaws spread inside of workpieces with pilot                                                                                    
ranging from 50 to 80mm.

MTS-W022 JOINTER KNIFE SETTING JIG

Powerful magnets hold steel blade in place.
Quick set jointer knives to within 0.001”.
Instantly adjust nicked or damaged knives.
Jig adjusts to jointer up to 8” wide.

MTS-W018 TALL JIG HANDLE SET

Use as knobs that double as handles for pulling and pushing jigs 
and fixtures.
5/16” inset with 19mm and 38mm T slot bolt
1/4” inset with 19mm and 38mm T slot bolt                                   
5/16”- 25mm bolt 
1/4” - 25mm bolt

MTS-W019 LOCK KNOB

The knobs to securely lock with the T-bolt in place.                                                    
1/4”-20 insert
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